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WELCOME
to the awesome science of behavior!!!

Learning
Objectives
❑ WHAT IS APPLIED
BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
❑ WHY DO CHALLENGING
BEHAVIORS OCCUR
❑ LEARN HOW TO TEACH AN
Indi NEW SKILLS
❑ LEARN HOW TO
ENCOURAGE POSITIVE
BEHAVIORS

Introduction
to
Applied
Behavior
Analysis

ABA

ABA – The
Science of
Behavior
❑

Applied Behavior Analysis is the
science in which the principles of
the analysis of behavior are
applied systematically to improve
socially significant behavior, and
in which experimentation is used to
identify the variables responsible
for change in behavior.

❑

We can focus on
teaching new skills as
well as reducing
unwanted behavior.
(Cooper, Heron, Heward, 2019)

Introduction
to ABA
● ABA studies the “How” and the “Why”
of behavior, and this is done through
an investigation

● We know children are unique in their
own ways and have their own
idiosyncrasies

● Therefore, ABA strategies need to be
individualized for each child based on
their needs

● ABA has a large emphasis on
EVIDENCE BASED strategies, the
decisions that are made using ABA
are always based on data

7 Characteristics and Keys to Successful
ABA Strategies
• APPLIED - Socially significant goals in natural environments
• BEHAVIORAL - Focus is on what we can see
• ANALYTIC - Decisions are based on the data
• TECHNOLOGICAL - Goals and behaviors are well defined
• CONCEPTUALLY SYSTEMATIC - Research based
• EFFECTIVE - Goals are monitored to evaluate impact on behavior
• GENERALIZABLE - Can do it anywhere, with anyone, anytime
Baer, D.M., Wolf, M.M., & Risley, T.R. (1968). Some current dimensions of applied behavior analysis. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 1, 91-97.

Concepts of ABA
●

●

●
●

One of ABA’s main concepts is Operant
Conditioning, which is a method of learning that
occurs through rewards/punishments
This type of conditioning (operant) requires a
reinforcement or reward directly after the behavior
has occurred
For example, if a child makes his/her bed, they then
earn a treat
Now the child has learned that making their bed will
get them a reward, and the child now works to get
better at making their bed or even helping more
with other chores

Concepts of ABA
● Classical Conditioning is similar to Operant Condition
because they both involve learning and behaviors

● However, Classical Conditioning focuses on
involuntary reactions triggered by external stimuli

● The Pavlov Dog Experiment is an example where
a bell was continuously rang prior to a dog being fed

● The dog learned that the sound of the bell preceded
getting fed

● As a result, the dog began to salivate at the sound of
the bell, even if there wasn’t any food

Concepts of ABA
● Environmental Stimuli are environmental events
noticed either consciously or unconsciously

● The behavior of children and students are altered by
changes in perception (environmental stimuli) of their
environment

● Reinforcement is anything that increases the
frequency of a behavior

● Positive & Negative Reinforcement – positive (add
something to increase the future frequency of that
behavior) , negative (reduce something to increase the
future frequency of that behavior)

Concepts of ABA
• Positive Reinforcement
• Give a token (star for their chart) to
encourage child to clear oﬀ dishes
from the table instead of nagging.
• Praise child for undertaking a task
without being asked, which will
make the child want to do it again
to win more approval. (Catch them
doing something good).
• High ﬁves or ﬁst bump to a child
after reading a story to want to
read again in the future.
• Promise to go outside to play with a
child after they ﬁnish picking their
clothes up oﬀ the ﬂoor.

• Negative Reinforcement
• Negative reinforcement is not a negative
thing. Instead, it's about removing a negative
thing.
• Negative reinforcement is not the same as
punishment or a negative consequence for
an action.
• Examples:
• Hearing the buzzer in your car to put on your seat
belt. When you buckle the seat belt the buzzer
stops, so you will do this again in the future.
• A child is overwhelmed with 50 math problems so
you reduce the math problems to 15 so they child
can be successful.

Saying “NO” – could this be
punishment?
• YES, as matter of fact it is! The technical name is “positive
punishment”.
• Let’s look at how to make “no, don’t do that” into something positive!!
❑ Sarah, no, we don’t sit on the ﬂoor!

❑ Instead try - Sarah, I see you sitting on the ﬂoor. Let’s sit at in our chair at the table
where we can color together!

❑ Billy, no sir, we don’t pick our nose!

❑ Try saying, Billy, we need to ﬁnd a Kleenex for you. Let’s go in the restroom to get
one. (This can then be followed up with a social story about nose picking).
REMEMBER – for safety, sometimes we have to say “NO” (i.e. “no, don’t touch the
stove”), but at those times always teach the “why” and redirect.

Elements for ABA Success
• Data
• Practical
• Functional
• Detailed
• Planned
• Individualized
• Ongoing
• Training
• Oversight

Finding the Function of the Behavior
• Attention/social needs
• Escape/avoidance
• Automatic needs
• Tangible need

*Socially mediated positive & negative
reinforcement

Function of Behavior

Finding the Function
•Attention/social needs
•Escape/avoidance
•Automatic needs
•Tangible need

Function of Attention
• Behavior stops or is not present when there is 1:1 interaction.
• Behavior increases when a child is left alone or when child is
not being paid any attention.
• Tries to get a reaction out of you.
• Laughs or makes big productions out of behavior.
• Likes to be reprimanded.
• Seems to be saying “look at me”.

Function of Attention
Examples of Attention Seeking Behavior
• Being way to loud, screaming, biting, throwing items

Solutions and Suggestions
✔

Teach the child new and more appropriate ways to seek attention
(i.e., tap on the shoulder, “look at me, ask using nice words and
appropriate voice volume) and reinforce when these new behaviors
occur

✔

Give positive attention many times throughout the day. Provide so
much attention that the child does not need to engage in bad
behavior to receive attention. CATCH THEM BEING GOOD!

✔

Ignore when undesired attention seeking behavior happens and
praise immediately when they do right (when they ask, hand a card
for a request, raise their hand, use a nice voice volume, ask for
something without crying, sit in chair after throwing themselves on
the ﬂoor, provide praise for having a quiet voice after child was
screaming, etc.)

✔

Remember, ignore the misbehavior not the child. When the child
misbehaves, resist the temptation to nag, lecture, scold, yell or
punish because you will be giving them exactly what they
want….attention! Remember, often a child will take ANY kind of
attention!

✔

Be consistent. It is the only way a children know we mean what we
say.

✔

Repeat

• Asking for things way too often (if they are verbal)
• Fake crying
• Whining
• Tantrums
• Acting violently, kicking, hitting others
• Beating themselves, throwing themselves on the ﬂoor, pulling
hair, hitting head on things

Function of Escape
• Child want to get of work.
• Behavior stops or is not present when left alone or
during preferred activities.
• Behavior occurs during a non-preferred activity or
when asked to do something.
• Seems to be saying “leave me alone” or “I don’t want
to do this”.

Function of Escape
Examples of Escape Behavior
• These are behaviors that are used to get out
of something. To get out of what you ask?
• work – it could be certain types of work tasks, too diﬃcult
work, or some kiddos just avoid any type of demand
• social situations – for some kids, socializing can be SUCH
a struggle and something to avoid!
• sensory experience/environment – some activities or
settings might be too overwhelming for some kids with
autism; environments with extremely loud noises,
ﬂickering ﬂuorescent lights, or too much activity could be
quite aversive for some kids

• Solutions and Suggestions
***See additional slides***

Function of Escape
• Solutions and Suggestions
• access to breaks: There are a lot of ways to provide access to breaks. You could
provide a regular access to breaks non-contingently – so on a time schedule, no
matter what the child is doing. The idea behind this intervention is that since the
child is getting regular breaks, he will not have to misbehave to get one. You could
even use a visual timer to show when breaks are coming.
• teach to ask for breaks: Some of our kids might not know how to ask for a break!
You can use a social story, verbal prompts (“You can say – I want a break please – if
you need a break”), or a script (typed out quote of how to ask for a break). For
students who are nonverbal you can use a break card. When you start this
intervention, give them the break every time they request it! I know – crazy talk! You
need to build this skill at ﬁrst and then you can begin working on limiting it. For
example, you can use a visual to show how many breaks you have. Once you ask for
all of them you are done.

Function of Escape
• make tasks easier: Maybe the tasks are too hard? Try making tasks easier and
building up to more challenging work.
• shorter work sessions: Have the student complete shorter work sessions. You can
include more work sessions – just shorter ones!
• present tasks less quickly: If you are like me, you are trying to make the most of
every minute if your classroom. We have so much to work on and I’m always struggling
to ﬁt it all in. I am guilty of throwing too many tasks too quickly at my kids. The second
we are done with one task BAM onto the next. This could be overwhelming to some
students. Consider reducing the speed you present work.
• choice for tasks or choices for task order: This is a super easy to implement and
eﬀective strategy – ask the students which tasks they want to work on. Or you can ask
them to choose the order of the work they are doing. Do you want to work on math or
reading ﬁrst? Do you want to do this worksheet or work in this workbook? Show me
what you want to work on ﬁrst. I have seen this greatly decrease behaviors! It makes
sense – don’t we all like to pick the order we do things? Sometimes I like to get the
annoying things out of the way ﬁrst (argh… laundry) and other times I prefer to
procrastinate a little and do the things I like ﬁrst.

Function of Escape
• demand fading: Some of my students escape demands. For some of my students,
complying with requests are diﬃcult. Start small. Today provide reinforcement for
checking your schedule. Tomorrow provide reinforcement for sitting at the table for 1
minute. The next provide reinforcement for opening your binder. The next
reinforcement is for completing the ﬁrst page – you get it. It’s a gradual process but is a
good way to build up to completing a whole task. This especially great for kids who
have a lot of problem behaviors and who are far from completing the whole task.
• easy, easy, easy, hard: Start with several easy tasks and then switch into the hard
task. For example – for a student who struggles to vocalize/imitate words – “touch your
eyes, clap your hands, do this (imitate touching head), say ‘hi'” – delivered in rapid
succession. The student gets caught up in complying with the easy requests and then
comply with the diﬃcult request.
• breaks based on work completion: Give breaks when speciﬁed tasks are completed.
• less work based on work completion: For example – If you complete these two
worksheets, you don’t have to have to do these few worksheets. Students may be
motivated to complete work if they know it will get them out of other work!

Function of Escape
• visuals to show amount of work: Using schedules and visuals to show how much work the student
needs to do can be a successful intervention. Sometimes students get upset because they cannot
receptively understand how much work they have to do. The surprise factor can be upsetting. Imagine
if at the end of your work day when you are all ready to go home, your principal came over and asked
you to teach for 5 more hours. You’d be pissed right? Consider using visuals and schedules to show
how much they have to do.
• overcorrection: When a child has an inappropriate behavior – they need to complete an eﬀortful
behavior to ﬁx the damage caused by the inappropriate behavior. Overcorrection can also involve
extra work. For example – if a student rips up a worksheet, he needs to sweep up the ﬂoor and clean
all the tables. If they knock over a bookshelf in a tantrum, they need to clean the books and clean the
break area.
• response block/hand over hand: This is probably only applicable with younger children (try hand
over handing a 14-year-old to complete a work task – probably not). But with little guys – hand over
hand prompting is an eﬀective strategy. Basically, any way of ensuring that the child completes the
task at hand. Either use hand over hand prompts or block any attempts to escape the work time. If a
child is trying to get out of doing a puzzle, – you can sit right behind them, move their hands to put
puzzle pieces in the board, physical guide the student back to their seat if they run away, block
attempts to get out of chair, etc. This prompting procedure may be punishing for some children and
could encourage them to do the work on their own next time.

Function of
Sensory/Physical
• Behavior occurs any time, even when left alone.
• Behavior often is repetitive.
• Behavior appears to occur or increase when child
does not feel well, is in pain or is uncomfortable.

Function of Sensory
Examples of Sensory Behavior

Function of Sensory
Solutions and Suggestions
• Provide hand ﬁdgets or squishy toys to squeeze in their hand
• Use a plastic water bottle and add rice or beans to it. Seal lid with a child safe glue and allow child to shake
plastic water bottle for sound eﬀect and sensory of plastic.
• Use an air cushion for movement while your child stays seated during schoolwork or at a table.
• Have your child perform work activities like pushing a shopping cart, carrying groceries, or pulling a wagon.
• Encourage them to play on the playground on climbing equipment or by sliding or swinging
• Encourage them to swing or jump with consistent, rhythmic patterns (for calming linear input, place the child
on a swing and swing them in a back-and-forth linear motion)
• Let them squish in big pillows for whole body sensory input (DIY sensory crash pad here!)
• Allow child to bounce on a yoga ball or lay with their back on the yoga ball
• ***With majorly disruptive sensory behaviors we need to teach discrimination. When is it appropriate to
engage in these behaviors and when is it not. We all know discrimination for our own sensory behaviors. When
I’m in the middle of a presentation, I don’t lie on the ﬂoor and crack my back if I feel like it. But when I’m at
home on my couch, I can have at it. We need to teach this skill.
• Some sensory behaviors can be extremely dangerous. Head banging, hand biting, pica, skin picking, etc. These
can be potentially very hurtful for your student and others. These needed to be target for reduction. Please
consult the BCBA for more information.

Function of Tangible
• Behavior occurs when an item is removed.
• Behavior occurs when you or another person has
something the child wants.
• Behavior occurs in order to get access to an item.
• Behavior stops once given a desired item.
• Behavior occurs when child has nothing to
do or the task is too easy.

Function of Access to Tangible
Examples of Tangible Behavior

• Speciﬁc behavior provides
child access to highly
preferred items or activities.
• When a child is not able to
gain access to their favorite
book or iPad, the child
tantrums (i.e., screams, hits,
ﬂops on ﬂoor, kick, cry, etc.)

Solutions and Suggestions
• Teach the child to ask for,
wait and/or exhibit a certain
behavior prior to being given
access to the item. For
example, if a child begs to
use the iPad, allow them
access following the
completion of a task or
chore.

Function of Access to Tangible
Solutions and Suggestions
• Teach the child to request items they want by using words,
symbols, or PECS (i.e., exchange a card that has a picture and
word for the item the child is requesting).
• Teaching the child to wait for specialized times to gain
access.
• Teaching the child to accept alternatives to the item or
activities, while the child waits to gain access.

Elements of
Communication
• We all communicate in diﬀerent ways:
• Using our own voice
• Sign language
• Picture cards
• Proloquo2Go software on an iPad
• Pointing or pulling others to our needs
If a child does not have a speciﬁc form of communication, reach out to
your supervisor for support. Every child needs a form of
communication!
Behavior is communication too! If a child can’t express themselves,
expressing with behavior outbursts is their only next choice.

I CAN’T
FIGURE IT
OUT!

JUST
REMEMBER
YOUR ABC’S

The Solution…….

Prevent

Teach

Teach Alternative Behaviors
• “If a person doesn’t know how to read, we teach.”
• “If a person doesn’t know how to swim, we teach.”
• “If a person doesn’t know how to multiply, we teach.”
• “If a person doesn’t know how to drive, we teach.”
• “If a person doesn’t know how to behave, we……..... teach……..?”
• “Why can’t we ﬁnish the last sentence as automatically as we do the
others?”
*Reference: Tom Herner (NASDE President ) Counterpoint 1998, p.2

Natural Teaching Strategies
Observe child to ﬁnd out what they are attracted or drawn to.

Use materials that are typical in that environment.

Teach skills in a variety of environments, with multiple people, with various materials.
Provide natural consequences for behaviors (for example, learn/say colors while coloring
a picture and games during play times).
Provide loosely structured teaching opportunities based on the child’s interest that day.

Modify the Environment
Room Arrangement - clearly deﬁned spaces, enough space between
child's, weapons out of reach, distractions minimized
Structure of activities - deﬁned places for things, clear beginning and
end, organized
Schedules and Routines - predictability, child knows where to go, what
to do, and when to do it. Consider child’s independence as end goal.
Sensory processing - lighting, noise level, strong odors, personal space

Use for any activity.
Use at diﬀerent times (once per day/week, multiple times per day).
Written, typed, drawing, picture, or object schedules.

Schedules

Teach ﬁrst-next concepts.
Follow non-preferred activities with preferred activities.
How to follow a schedule:
•Arrange schedule prior to activity starting.
•Introduce activity to child.
•Point/indicate the current item on the schedule.
•Once activity is done, indicate that it is over (take picture oﬀ,
•cross out, put object in ‘done’ bin).

Visual Aids

Task Analysis and Chaining
• Breaking it down and creating a series of steps to follow

Reward Good Behavior
• Provides child with positive feedback
• Children respond to positive reinforcement best
• Helps reinforce positive behaviors and expectations
• Increases motivation, buy-in, and eﬀort
• Produces a challenge with a pay-oﬀ
• Creates incentive
• Shows child what to do
• Increases on task and attending behaviors
• Produces immediate and quick results
• Provides a visual concrete reason for children to work toward goals
http://www.pbisworld.com/tier-2/reward-system/

How to Reward Good Behavior
• Once a child had earned a star it cannot be taken
away.
• The board represents a positive reinforcer and
taking something away in which the child worked
for defeats the purpose.

• “So what do you do when the child
doesn’t do the task appropriately
or is acting out?”
• SIMPLE: they don’t get a star. You simply remind
them of the item they are working for and tell
them if they want that then they need
to…….(complete the task “this way” because “that
way” is not appropriate.

Rules
Why Do We Need Them?
Keep control of the environment
Provide structure
Keep inappropriate behaviors from occurring
Provide child with consistent procedures and routines
*Reference: Maximizing Eﬀectiveness Using Positive Behavior Support Methods in the
Classroom: Expectations and Rules

Guidelines
for Rules
• Describe speciﬁc behaviorsobservable and measurable
• Developing rules
• State what you want child to do
instead of what you don’t want
child to do
• Only use observable and
measurable behaviors
• Shared ownership in
development
• Unique to child’s needs
• Not to exceed 6 rules – 2 rules can be
great start!

Role Playing and Practice
Review
Review scenarios
where the child can
practice a new skill.
i.e. Playing a board
game or cards is
great for this skill

Do
Do this while child is
calm.

Practice
Practice the scenario
and provide
feedback on how the
child does the skill.

Provide
Provide real life
opportunities to
practice.
Games, coloring
activities, throwing a
ball are all great to
teach social skills like
sharing, cooperation
and turn taking.

Repeated Practice
Repeatedly practice the correct behavior for
the situation to reinforce the appropriate
response to a situation

Self-Management
Teach self-awareness of behaviors.
Teach self-monitoring.
Teach self-management (what to do to stay calm, appropriate).
Teach child how to get what they need appropriately.
Measuring one’s own performance.
Provide accountability for your own behavior.

How I Feel…..What I Do…..Things That
Trigger this Zone…I Can Get Back to Green
by…….

Taking a Break
NOT TO BE USED AS A PUNISHMENT or TIME
OUT- THIS IS A

POSITIVE CHOICE

Clearly deﬁned
Goal is independent recognition of agitation
and self-monitoring to alleviate anxiety
Introduce when person is calm
Readiness to return to scheduled activity (test
it out with a simple activity)

• cool-oﬀ area
• quiet corner
• break room
• chill out chair

Main Challenging Behavior
Categories

ProblemSolving

• Physical Aggression- hit, bite, kick
• Property Destruction- throw, rip
• Safety of Self- hitting self, eating nonfood items, leaving supervised area
• Absence of a ‘positive’ skill- refusal to
follow directions, dropping to ﬂoor, not
sharing toys.

Ideas for Attention
Seeking Function
Teach
Minimize
Praise
Set aside

Teach another way to get attention.

Minimize attention for the behavior you do not want to see.

Praise correct behavior and pair with what they were working for or
wanting. Praise is powerful!

Set aside time for child to receive 1:1 attention or special job.

Break It Down - Attention
Biting- to get staﬀ attention

• New behavior? Have you seen
this before or is this the ﬁrst
time?
• How to teach? Try to teach
them to say “help please” or to
raise their hand.
• Success looks like? When the
child replaces the biting with
saying “help, please”.

Screaming - to make a peer/staﬀ
member/caregiver come over to
talk to them

• New behavior?
• How to teach?

• Success looks like?

Breaking It Down - Attention
Stealing- to get more time with a
parent/caregiver

• New behavior?
• How to teach?
• Success looks like?

Inappropriate words – use bad language to
ensure someone will look at or talk with them

• New behavior?
• How to teach?
• Success looks like?

Ideas for
Escape /
Avoid
Function

Present expectations at beginning of
day/activity.
Remind child of expectation randomly.
Work-Break-Work-Break Routine.
Schedules & Timers.
Teach child when they can have a break.

Break it Down- Escape
Biting- to tell Nina she’s too close

Throwing his pencil or workbook because he does not want to do the
assignment

• New behavior?
• How to teach?
• Success looks like?

• New behavior?
• How to teach?
• Success looks like?

Ideas for Sensory Function
RULE OUT MEDICAL CAUSES!!!!! (they could
be hitting their head because they have a
headache and can’t express it to you)
What Sensory System are they trying to
access?

What Sensory System are they trying to avoid?

Sight

Sound Touch Smell Taste

Ideas for
Tangible
Function

Structure the item into their schedule at appropriate times. i.e. working for a ball
won’t be very eﬀective if they just came inside from playing basketball outside.
Think of “First Work, Then……”. Decide what they are earning BEFORE and oﬀer
choices.
“First I do something (ﬁll in demand here), then I get something (ﬁll in reward here)”.

Tell the child when they can have it. Always remember, they never lost anything.
They can always work to gain/earn it back. Even if it is a tiny amount, so they gain an
understanding that their “good behavior” or “following the directions” leads to more
of what they are wanting. Building the momentum of behavior.
Even with the smallest job, i.e. put a pencil on the ﬂoor and have them pick it up and
give to you. Then provide praise and a small reward they were wanting/working for.

Use as reward “First work, then tangible” – First/Then or Grandma’s Law

Break It Down - Tangible
Biting themself- child bites herself instead of using her
words to get the doll on the shelf

• New behavior?
• How to teach?
• Success looks like?

Wants an item/screaming in store – child screams in the
checkout line at the store to gain the candy they want

• New behavior?
• How to teach?
• Success looks like?

Final Tips
Observe the behavior
Deﬁne the behavior (and a starting point)
Identify the skill deﬁcit needed to improve behavior
Develop a plan for teaching that skill
Track progress
Change it up if it isn’t working toward your goal
Fade out gradually as independent use of skill is shown across people, places and time

FLOW CHARTS
Remember “the behavior” and what the “replacement behavior” will be.
Reinforce, reinforce, reinforce!

Contact for more
information
•Brenda Grafton-McCall, Ph.D., BCBA, LBA, CTRI
Executive Director
•brenda.dreamadream@gmail.com
•512-260-5957 oﬃce
512-966-0578 cell
Physical Address:
23650 Round Mountain Cir. Leander, TX 78641
Mailing Address:
P. O. Box 305 Liberty Hill, TX 78642
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